Implementing the Paris Agreement despite Trump White House: Equity, compliance, transparency & ethics of NDCs
Different perspectives on compliance after the Trump Administration pull-out from the Paris Agreement: 4 organizations exchange on Equity, compliance, transparency & ethics of NDCs with time allotted for interaction with the public.

Thu, 09 Nov 2017
18:15-20:15
Room: Turkey Pavilion

Lead applicant: Centre international de droit comparé de l'environnement (CIDCE), by Ms. Eleanor Mitch.
Co-applicant: Centre for Science and Environment (CSE), by Ms. Vijeta Rattani.
Co-applicant: Pennsylvania Environmental Resource Consortium (PERC), by Mr. Donald Brown.
Co-applicant: University of Lapland, by Mr. Sébastien Duyck.

PROGRAM

1) The Future of Paris Agreement post US exit- Exploring the leadership dimension
Dr. Vijeta RATTANI, cseindia.org (India)

2) Brazilian Environmental Policy, regression and combatting Climate Change
José Antônio Tietzmann e Sliva
CIDCE National Focal Point in Brazil; Environmental Lawyer (Rede Gaia, Brazil); Professor-researcher, University Federal de Goiás (Brazil) and the School of Law and International Relations of the PUC Goiás (Brazil).

3) Accountability, Risk and Climate Justice: Accelerating Action in the Age of Trump
Carroll MUFFETT
President & CEO, Center for International Environmental Law

4) Finnish Climate Act, its objective and instruments
Erkki Hollo
Professor Dr. of Environmental Law, Chairman of the Finnsch Society for Environmental Law (Finland)